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27 February 2012

NUMSA’s Response to the 2012/13 Budget Speech

The National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) notes the 2012/2013 national budget as announced in the Budget Speech by Minister of Finance, Mr Pravin Gordhan in Parliament on 22 February 2012.
NUMSA welcomes some of the key interventions announced in this budget such as the tax credit for medical scheme contributions, the expanded financial support for housing development, the allocation for university infrastructure and allocations to kick-start the NHI pilot projects as well as the scaling up of the Community Work Programme.  
We however wish to raise the following key concerns with regard to the 2012/2013 budget:
The Fiscal Framework
NUMSA notes with dismay that Treasury has persisted with its plans to reduce the budget deficit to 3% in 2014/15.  Given the unpredictability of the current economic crisis in Europe and its negative effect on our economy, it would be more constructive for government to avoid decreasing the budget deficit over the MTEF and thus prevent our economy from deteriorating into a second round recession. Cutting deficit spending when we are confronted with the global economic crisis as well as the triple crisis of unemployment, inequality and poverty here at home, simply does not make sense.



The Infrastructure Programme
NUMSA wonders whether, as advertised, there has been a genuine paradigm shift in the State of Nation Address and Budget Speech? Or instead, has the 'infrastructure programme' now become merely a mantra? 
After all, the five years of intensive investment in fancy new airports and upgrades, state-of-the-art (but now mainly empty) stadiums, ports and highways, the Gautrain and vast coal-fired power stations have left our economy in terrible shape, with a foreign debt that soared from $50 billion in 2006 to more than $100 billion by last year, and with uneconomic distortions and ongoing subsidies.
On the one hand, this travesty of inefficient infrastructure investments reflects the neo liberal centre of power in the Treasury, with its bias to big business in the minerals, energy, financial and commercial sectors. We worry that the Presidential Infrastructure Commission chaired by Minister Ebrahim Patel is maintaining the existing neoliberal framework.
That framework has the following flaws: it is too pro-corporate, too capital-intensive, too import-reliant, too extractive-oriented, too vulnerable to volatile world markets, and too ecologically damaging. 
The pro-corporate bias is evident when virtually all the activities proposed are either directly benefiting the private sector through construction and operations contracts, or indirectly through supplying infrastructure only used by large corporations. This is doubly unwise, at a time that both state capacity-building is required (especially in construction and operations/maintenance), and when so many unmet needs of ordinary poor and working-class people are still being ignored. 
The capital-intensive character of the investment is unwise, given that labour-intensity is required in a Just Transition to a more appropriate and balanced economy.
The import-reliance of the investments is also disturbing, given the tendency of the rand to decline – hence leading to regular cost overruns and mark-ups in end-user prices – and given South Africa’s high foreign debt. The absurd cost overruns of the World Cup 2010 soccer stadiums should have taught the government simple lessons about infrastructure: do not rely on construction materials and inappropriate capital investments from abroad.
The extractive-oriented character of the infrastructure announced is very disturbing, at a time so much criticism has been offered of the mining and smelting industries, for not taking advantage of the 2002-08 and 2009-12 commodities booms to add value, jobs and beneficiation here in South Africa. To expect an industry controlled from abroad to be sensitive to South Africa’s unique needs for inward-oriented development is unwise.
In that sense, it is unwise to rely upon volatile world markets for future commodities price increases that justify the vast state subsidies. These price increases have been exceptionally erratic, and nearly no economist can, with a straight face, predict ongoing commodity price increases when the whole world worries about renewed recession. The way forward for South Africa’s economy must be in reducing not increasing vulnerabilities to crisis-ridden world capitalism.
There are some environmental concerns about the infrastructure investments which are serious, such as the insufficient water available in areas of Limpopo where vast coal-burning and mining activities are anticipated, and degradation of table water across Gauteng, Limpopo and Mpumalanga provinces. Already in such areas, when mega-projects and multinational corporations grab land and water, it is poor people who suffer.
There is, of course a national infrastructure deficit that requires urgent filling, but that has no high-profile champions in the top ranks of government: housing and services. South Africa’s ‘service delivery protests’ reflect this deficit. 
Our country has a vast national housing shortage and a vast surplus of unemployed people: building homes creates far more jobs per unit of capital spent, and requires far fewer capital-intensive, import-intensive, and vulnerable investments controlled by multinational corporations which export their profits and leave little behind. 
In short, NUMSA believes that the Freedom Charter should be the basis for moving forward with an infrastructure programme, so that until minerals are nationalized and until houses and services are delivered to all who need them, it is most unwise to continue the massive subsidies, job-destroying, ecologically-disastrous ‘growth’ that we suffer from the Minerals-Energy Complex.
Gauteng Freeway Improvement Programme
It has become clear that the privatization of our country’s roads must be halted where the government’s momentum in this direction is strongest: Gauteng’s e-tolling system, due to come into effect in less than ten weeks’ time.
It is, first and foremost, a profound insult when international firms are invited by SANRAL to invest in a diabolical Gauteng road tolling system, nearly devoid of labour-intensity, with a huge outflow of profits and dividends to the privatisers at a time when South Africa’s foreign debt has soared. Although the e-tolling tariff was just reduced by Minister Gordhan, and although taxis and buses are exempted, the very principle of privatizing our roads is something NUMSA firmly opposes.
We oppose the Gauteng e-tolling because it will present a severe financial drain for the working poor and other lower classes who cannot afford the new tolls. These tolls are especially destructive to poor people because of the way apartheid planning placed our Gauteng townships at long distances from centrally-located jobs, commerce and recreation. And post-apartheid decentralization and suburban sprawl has only worsened the apartheid geographical divide.
To live in distant Kathorus or Soweto or Orange Farm or Sedibeng or Mogale City or Tshwane townships, or to live in neighbouring provinces dependent upon trips to Gauteng, has always meant a lower quality of life due to apartheid’s discrimination, including the payment of excessive prices on all goods bought locally to start with. Now, to add insult to injury, the Gauteng e-tolling will most adversely affect township residents; aside from the taxi/bus concession, there is nothing in the Budget Statement to counteract this apartheid-era bias.
What the extraordinary outpouring of opposition to the Gauteng highway tolls shows is that government has gone too far in privatizing and outsourcing our commons. Beginning with Telkom’s partial sale, and carrying through to Eskom’s asset-stripping and the disaster of municipal water privatization, as well as the public airwaves controlled by a cellphone oligopoly that overcharges, our society has learned not to trust privatization.
The rejection of government’s insane construction of highest-tech tolling facilities is just one more lesson, that we need state-owned, locally-operated, labour-intensive and sensitively priced public services. 
We need to decommodify those basic needs – including public transport – upon which so many of us depend, not expand the terrain of privatization.
Renewable Energy Projects.
The budget indicates that R120bn has been set aside for renewable energy projects – 3725MW is to be procured into the national grid by 2016 while 1451 MW of bids in the first procurement round have been confirmed.
South Africa is embarking on a multi-billion Rand programme to introduce renewables onto the country’s energy system. The allocation of about 17.8GW of renewable energy in the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) 2010-2030 means that at the end of the 20-year period, 9% of electricity generated will be through renewable energy technologies (photovoltaic, concentrated solar thermal, biomass, biogas, landfill gas, small hydro and wind). The scale of the programme becomes more evident if one considers that although renewables will contribute only 9% of electricity generated by 2030, they make up 42% of build capacity planned between now and then. What this means is that close to half of all electricity generation capacity to be built in the coming period, will be in the renewable energy sector. The renewable energy purchase programme is huge and involves billions of Rands.
Unfortunately, it appears that the same culprits - large foreign energy, power and technology companies; financers and project developers – will be the main beneficiaries of the programme. After years of consultation that led to the National Energy Regulator of SA (NERSA) announcing draft renewable feed-in tariff (REFIT) guidelines and with consensus emerging on the appropriateness of the REFIT as an instrument to introduce renewables, in 2011 the Department of Energy (DoE) suddenly and without consultation announced a different instrument called the REBID.  
Although DoE always states that it is the IPPs that take all financial risks associated with the programme, what is never voiced is the fact that National Treasury stands as a guarantor, in case the winning companies do not receive rates stipulated in PPAs. Also not raised is how Eskom as the “buyer” will recoup what it pays to IPPs through electricity tariffs that customers pay. It is therefore not true that the public is not financing IPPs. Large costs of the programme will feed through to the cost of electricity borne by users. The bidding approach makes the whole exercise expensive with costs fed firstly through to project developers and then to project owners; with the main beneficiaries being financial lenders and underwriters who tell developers that local manufacturers do not meet risk-reduction criteria of financiers.  
These costs will make renewable energy less competitive and hence curtail large scale rollout required to mitigate climate change. It will also artificially make coal and other technologies more financially attractive; providing a sophisticated and further subsidy and support for fossil fuels and nuclear.
Concluding Remarks

Once again, our government has failed in providing us with a ‘grand narrative’ which would highlight which direction our economy is being guided towards.

Every year a budget is presented and in a manner which paints a picture of great "progress", with bigger spending on health, education and so on, but at the same time we are faced with worsening conditions of poverty, inequality and unemployment. 
What the cabinet as a whole, and the ministers of the economic cluster in particular, still need to provide us with is a concrete plan of how spending is going to be increased in a manner which will effectively deal with the triple crisis of poverty, inequality and unemployment.
Until then the State of the Nation Address and accompanying Budget Speech will remain rhetoric.




 

